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STAFF REPORT 
 
To:  Kirkland Hearing Examiner 
  
From: Adam Weinstein, Planning & Building Director 
 Dawn Nelson, Planning Manager 
 Stephanie Croll, Senior Assistant City Attorney    
   
Date: October 18, 2021 
 
Subject: Appeal of Zoning Code Interpretation 21-4  
 
 
RECOMMENDATION:   
 
Staff recommends denial of the appeal of Kirkland Zoning Code (KZC) Interpretation 21-
4, as the code interpretation is clearly consistent with relevant provisions of the KZC and 
supporting policies that have long been adopted in the Comprehensive Plan.  
 
GENERAL BACKGROUND:   
 
The fundamental reason the City has enacted housing regulations to allow for more 
compact housing types, such as cottage housing, is to address housing affordability and 
diversity in the community.  As is typical of code amendments for complex topics that 
are grounded in Comprehensive Plan policy, interpretations are sometimes needed to 
clarify specific provisions, and such interpretations become apparent after the code 
begins to be implemented. As will be demonstrated in this memo, the cottage housing 
interpretation challenged here is consistent with the policies, actions and regulations 
that have been adopted by the City for many years. 
 
On March 17, 2020, the City Council adopted a sweeping set of code amendments 
known as the Missing Middle Housing Code Amendments, making it easier to build a 
range of more compact housing types in Kirkland, including accessory dwelling units 
(ADUs), cottages, duplexes, and triplexes. The stated intent of the 2020 code 
amendments was to implement actions in the City’s 2018 Housing Strategy Plan, 
including “leveraging market forces to increase the diversity and supply of housing that 
is more affordable than conventional single-family development,” according to the staff 
report presented in advance of the March 3, 2020 Council meeting. The 2020 code 
amendments were a rational follow-up to, and based in part on, prior amendments 
adopted in the KZC in 2007 pertaining to cottage, carriage, and two/three-unit homes. 
The 2007 amendments allowed these more compact unit types in select single-family 
zoning districts throughout Kirkland. The intent of the 2007 code, expanded upon in 
2020 is:  
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“. . . to address the changing composition of households, and the 
need for smaller, more diverse, and oftentimes, more affordable 
housing choices. Providing for a variety of housing types also 
encourages innovation and diversity in housing design and site 
development, while ensuring compatibility with surrounding single-
family development.” [excerpt from KZC 113.10, 2007 Code] 

 
Fundamental goals for housing diversity include those that differ from the goals of 
conventional single-family development, particularly the creation of more compact 
housing and the provision of common open space (versus private open space). In 
general, the 2020 amendments (which applied to all single-family residential zoning 
districts in the City) were more permissive to developers than the 2007 amendments, 
with reduced parking requirements, more flexible locational requirements (i.e., no 
restrictions on projects built in close proximity to a similar project), additional square 
footage allowances (e.g., cottages could be a maximum of 1,700 square feet in size 
rather than 1,500 square feet) and (relevant to the subject interpretation) reduced 
common open space requirements. Adoption of the code amendments in 2007 and 2020 
was not without controversy and debate, with many community members providing 
input. Many residents expressed concern that the additional density allowed under the 
code would be incompatible with predominantly single-family neighborhoods, creating 
an undue burden on the transportation network and open space resources. As a result, 
the 2007 and 2020 codes contain specific provisions related to walkability and open 
space, especially for larger projects.  
 
In particular, the 2007 code (KZC 113.25, 2007 Code) required all cottage, duplex, and 
triplex projects to contain 400 square feet of common open space per unit, which was 
further required to be: (i) centrally located and easily accessible by all residents of the 
cottage project; and (ii) integrated into the housing project by being surrounded by 
housing units on at least two sides.  
 
In recognition of the importance of open space, community, and walkability in cottage 
projects, the requirement for open space was retained in the 2020 amendments, 
although the requirements were generally made less burdensome for developers.  For 
instance, the amount of required open space was reduced from 400 square feet per unit 
to 300 square feet, and the requirement only applies to cottage developments of five or 
more units. The open space requirement in cottage projects was fundamental to gaining 
community acceptance of the missing middle housing code amendments in 2007 and 
2020. In essence, the bargain made with the community in the 2007 and 2020 code 
amendments was that larger cottage projects (i.e., those consisting of five or more 
units) were expected to mitigate their impacts on open space via the provision of high-
quality common open space, and that this open space was to be an organizing principal 
for cottage project designs in order to foster community compatibility and walkability. In 
sum, open space is key to making smaller, more affordable housing units more livable 
for the owners and the surrounding community. 
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Since adoption of the 2020 amendments, there has been tremendous interest in 
developing cottage projects in Kirkland. In approximately the year following adoption of 
the 2020 amendments (March 2020 to February 2021), the City conducted presubmittal 
meetings for cottage projects totaling 125 units, and received permit applications for a 
total of 22 units. In comparison, in the year before the code amendments were adopted 
(March 2019 to February 2020), the City had conducted presubmittal meetings for only 
a total of 8 cottages, and received permit applications for only 14 units.  
 
Between March 2020 and February 2021, staff deemed many of the submitted cottage 
proposals to be code-compliant, with projects providing sufficient common open space 
and cottages properly oriented around the open space. Some applications, however, 
were submitted where it appeared that the applicant and/or property owner was 
attempting to intentionally circumvent the (already reduced) open space requirement by 
submitting two separate applications for side-by-side projects that each individually 
contained less than five cottage units, but together contained five or more cottage units.  
By submitting these side-by-side projects separately, the developers contended they did 
not have to comply with the City’s code requirement for common open space (which 
applies, of course, only to projects of five units or more).   
 
On August 16, 2021, the City issued and posted on its website three interpretations to 
clarify sections of the KZC pertaining to missing middle housing: 
 

1. One interpretation clarified that missing middle housing units are 
allowed on a substandard but legal building lot. This interpretation 
could be construed as a more permissive interpretation of the code 
from a developer’s perspective. This interpretation is not on appeal. 
 

2.  A second interpretation clarified the types of structures that may be 
built between an open space and adjacent cottages. This interpretation 
could be construed as neutral. This interpretation is not on appeal. 
 

3. A third interpretation focused on clarifying the term “cottage 
development containing five or more units” for the purpose of applying 
the code requirements in KZC 113 (regarding open space). This 
interpretation (see Attachment 1) is the focus of the subject appeal that 
was submitted by Merit Homes, on August 31, 2021 (see Attachment 
2). Attachment 3 contains additional correspondence submitted by 
Merit’s legal counsel on September 3, 2021.   

 
In sum, the interpretation on appeal clarifies the definition of “cottage developments 
containing five (5) or more units” for the purposes of ascertaining when common open 
space and other requirements of cottage projects are required for projects of five or 
more units. 
 
Specifically, the City defines the term “cottage development containing five or more 
units” as one or more applications for cottage projects cumulatively containing five or 
more units that share any of the following characteristics:  
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• Two or more cottage applications, each on a “subject property” as defined by 

KZC 5.10.920, with a shared property line that are submitted while there is an 
active application or issued permit by the same or “related party” (as defined in 
Attachment 1);  

• Cottage clusters separated by lots containing proposed single-family houses and 
proposed cottages by the same or related development companies;  

• Shared utilities; or  
• Shared vehicular access.   

 
The term “subject property” is defined by KZC 5.10.920 as “[t]he entire lot, series of lots 
or parcels on which a development or use is or will be located. . .” (emphasis added). 
Pursuant to the City’s code, a development is not always located on a single lot or 
parcel. Developments can, and often do, occur on and across multiple lots or parcels.  
Thus, any argument by the appellant that cottage units built on separate lots or parcels 
cannot be considered part of “a development” or “one development” is contrary to the 
City’s long-standing code provisions and development practices. 
 
BACKGROUND ON BROWN/BABADZHANOV AND BRADLEY AND WU 
APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED BY MERIT HOMES:   
 
This section of the memo discusses the two pairs of adjacent projects that the appellant 
discusses in the appeal letter.  
 
Brown/Babadzhanov Projects 
On August 16, 2021, Merit Homes submitted two separate applications to construct 
cottage projects on three parcels: the Brown site (consisting of two parcels located at 
10202 and 10204 124th Ave NE) and the Babadzhanov site (10060 124th Ave NE). These 
sites are adjacent to each other. The Brown project consists of a total of nine units: six 
units organized around a driveway from 124th Ave NE and three units accessed via a 
driveway from 125th Ave NE. Common open space is provided between the grouping of 
six units and the grouping of three units. 
 
The Babadzhanov project, which is adjacent to the Brown site and is being developed by 
the same developer (Merit Homes) at the same time as the Brown site, consists of three 
units accessed via a driveway extending from 124th Ave NE. Conspicuously, it does not 
provide for any open space for these three units.  Had these projects – which are 
adjacent to each other and are being proposed by the same developer at the same 
time1 – been submitted as one project, then the developer would have clearly been 
required under the City’s code to orient some of the three Babadzhanov units to 
common open space. Staff would also note that the applicant submitted one 
geotechnical report analyzing landslide and seismic conditions on both sites as part of 
their August 16 permit submittal.  
 

 
1 Staff would note that applications for adjacent cottage projects need not be submitted at the same time to 
be considered a unified project under the subject interpretation, even though that was the case for the 
Brown/Babadzhanov projects.  
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Bradley/Wu Projects 
On August 16, 2021, Merit Homes also submitted two separate applications to construct 
cottage projects on two adjacent parcels, the Bradley site (10720 123rd Ave NE) and the 
Wu site (12306 NE 107th Street). The Bradley project consists of three units and the Wu 
projects consists of four units. No common open space is proposed as part of either 
project. Once again, had these projects – which are adjacent to each other and are 
being proposed by the same developer at the same time – been submitted as one 
project, then the developer would have clearly been required under the City’s code to 
provide all of these units with access to common open space. 
 
Both sets of projects (Brown/Babadzhanov and Bradley/Wu) are reliant on lot line 
adjustments (LLA) to reconfigure the lot lines between the involved parcels to achieve 
the proposed project shapes and sizes. The Bradley/Wu project will also require a LLA 
with the adjoining parcel to the east to have enough land area to support the proposed 
four cottages. None of the required formal LLA applications have been submitted to the 
City. 
 
Attachment 4 contains the site plans for the projects described above.  
 
PROVISIONS OF THE KZC REGARDING THE INTERPRETATION, APPEAL 
HEARING, AND DECISION:   
  
Section 170.40 of the KZC states that the Planning and Building Director may “issue 
interpretations of any of the provisions” of the KZC, and shall base such interpretations 
on:  
 

a. The defined or common meaning of the words of the provision; and  
b. The general purpose of the provision as expressed in the provision; and  
c. The logical or likely meaning of the provision viewed in relation to the 

Comprehensive Plan.  
 
Pursuant to Section 170.45 of the KZC, “[a]ny person who is aggrieved by an 
interpretation issued by the Planning and Building Director may appeal that 
interpretation.” The Zoning Code details the procedures for filing an appeal within 14 
days following the date an interpretation is posted and the required content of the 
appeal (“indicate how the interpretation affects the appellant’s property and present any 
relevant arguments or information on the correctness of the interpretation.”).  All 
appeals of interpretations are subject to the appeal provisions of Process I, described in 
Chapter 145 of the KZC (i.e., an appeal heard by a Hearing Examiner at a public 
hearing). Key provisions of Chapter 145 are summarized below:  
 

• Scope of the Appeal (KZC Section 145.75). The appeal is an open record hearing, 
and is “limited to the specific elements of the Planning and Building Director’s 
decision disputed in the letter of appeal, and the Hearing Examiner may only 
consider comments, testimony and arguments on these specific elements.”  

• Staff Report on the Appeal (KZC Section 145.80). A staff report on the appeal is 
required that contains: the written decision of the Planning and Building Director; 
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all written comments submitted to the Director; the letter of appeal; all written 
comments on the appeal received from persons entitled to appeal and within the 
scope of the appeal; and an analysis of the specific elements of the Director’s 
decision disputed in the letter of the appeal (that are within the scope of the 
appeal).  

• Burden of Proof (KZC Section 145.95). The appellant “has the responsibility of 
convincing the Hearing Examiner that the Planning and Building Director made 
an incorrect decision.”  

• Decision on the Appeal (KZC Section 145.105). After considering information 
within the scope of the appeal by those entitled to participate in the appeal, the 
Hearing Examiner shall either: a) affirm the decision being appealed; b) reverse 
the decision being appealed; or c) modify the decision being appealed. The 
decision by the Hearing Examiner must be issued within 90 calendar days of the 
date the letter of appeal was filed, which in this case is November 29, 2021.   

 
 
STAFF’S ANALYSIS OF DISPUTED ITEMS IN THE LETTER OF APPEAL: 
 
Following is a point-by-point analysis of the items raised in the appellant’s August 31, 
2021 appeal letter (Attachment 2), as required pursuant to KZC Section 145.80. The 
appellant’s claims are summarized in italics in the order they appear in their letter. 
Staff’s analysis follows each claim.   
 

1. As a general matter, the appellant claims that the Planning and Building 
Director’s interpretation “introduced entirely new regulatory provisions into KZC 
113.25 and KZC 113.35 that require adoption by the City Council and compliance 
with the statutory requisites.”    

 
This is a general statement. The appellant goes on to state more specific claims, 
which the City addresses below. In response to this general claim, however, the 
City maintains that its interpretation does not introduce any new regulatory 
provisions into the code as it only defines an undefined term in the KZC (i.e., 
what is a “cottage development containing five (5) or more units”?), consistent 
with other provisions of the code and consistent with the City Council’s intent 
when it adopted this term. The City’s interpretation merely clarifies that 
developers cannot create a loophole that allows them to avoid implementing 
code-required common open space and other provisions by intentionally 
bifurcating one cottage development into two or more smaller projects.   

 
a. First, the appellant claims that the interpretation broadens the definition of 

“cottage developments containing five (5) or more units” to capture only 
“remotely related projects.” In addition, the appellant claims that the 
interpretation misuses the term “related parties” to capture projects that only 
vaguely share “functional characteristics.” 

 
The interpretation (Attachment 1) does not introduce “entirely new regulatory 
provisions” that must be adopted by Council. What it does do is clarify an 
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undefined phrase in the KZC (“cottage developments containing five (5) or more 
units”). The interpretation addresses the common meaning of the words of the 
provision, by noting that a “cottage development” is “a project or a group of 
projects consisting of cottages or primarily cottages that are located in the same 
general location” and/or share certain functional characteristics, such as shared 
utilities and common vehicular access (emphasis added).  
 
The City’s definition is a common-sense interpretation of the plain words of the 
KZC, and does not exceed the regulatory strictures of the code, as a pair of 
cottage projects, proposed by the same applicant on adjacent or close-by parcels 
and sharing similar design, would appear to the average person as one large 
project. As noted in the interpretation, while lot lines and applications are 
important in the real estate and development process, they are not intended to 
allow for larger cottage projects to be intentionally divided into smaller projects 
for the specific purpose of avoiding the code’s common open space 
requirements. And as described in the background section, the provision of 
common open space in larger projects was a key consideration in the 2007 and 
2020 amendments.  
 
Furthermore, the interpretation does not consider “remotely related projects” to 
be one project as claimed by the appellant. Rather, the projects that are 
considered to be one project in the interpretation have a shared property line, 
are separated only by other residential development proposed by the same 
applicant or related companies, or share physical functional characteristics 
(shared driveways or utilities). The vast majority of the time, these shared 
functional characteristics would occur on adjacent lots. The related projects that 
are to be considered one project in the interpretation have design or locational 
features that make them appear as one project.  
 
Lastly, Section 5.10.920 of the KZC defines “subject property” as “[t]he entire 
lot, series of lots or parcels on which a development or use is or will be located. . 
. [.]” (emphasis added).  This code provision is consistent with, and supports, 
the City’s interpretation that “cottage developments of five (5) or more units” 
may also consist of multiple lots, even if the development on each of those lots 
are submitted as different applications.           

 
b. Second, the appellant claims that application of “related parties” is without 

justification.  
 
The “related parties” principle is well-established and founded in the federal 
Internal Revenue Code (IRC Section 267). In its interpretation, the City clarified 
that it is following the same principle as the Internal Revenue Service to address 
the situation where a developer, in order to avoid the common open space 
requirement in a larger cottage development, divides the larger project up into 
more than one application and assigns these applications to presumably different 
developers, but it is shown that the “different” developers submitting the 
applications are, in reality, related entities. Again, this provision of the 
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interpretation is not an impermissible expansion of the existing regulatory 
language in KZC 113, but a common-sense and legally-defensible clarification to 
ensure that what is essentially the same developer does not divide up one 
project into smaller projects simply to escape key regulatory requirements of the 
cottage code. Staff would also note that, without this interpretation, a similar 
technique could be used to avoid the median income housing requirements that 
are applicable to cottage (and duplex and triplex) projects containing more than 
10 units (see KZC Section 113.40).  
 

c. Third, the appellant claims that the interpretation conflicts with several 
Comprehensive Plan provisions, including Comprehensive Plan provisions that 
encourage projects that “would lead to a cohesive neighborhood design.”  
 
The appellant’s claim here is confusing and counterintuitive. In summary, the 
appellant supposes that a code interpretation requiring smaller and related 
applications to be designed as one unified project for the purposes of providing 
common open space would – somehow – result in a less cohesive neighborhood. 
This claim is contradicted by numerous development applications and projects of 
all types throughout Kirkland (ranging from large mixed-use projects like Kirkland 
Urban, to smaller single-family and cottage projects) that encompass multiple 
parcels and have resulted in unified, cohesive development projects with 
integrated, common open space and high-quality urban design. Attachment 5 
shows some representative projects consisting of five or more cottage units that 
have been designed in a unified fashion. The claim that this interpretation would 
discourage “the use of one builder on multiple but independent projects” is also 
countered by recent cottage applications received by staff, which combine 
multiple parcels, or comprise larger but subdividable parcels, that are cohesively 
designed. As noted in the background section, the City is experiencing significant 
interest in cottage projects of all sizes, including cottage projects containing 
more than five units that come with a requirement to provide common open 
space.  
 
Furthermore, as discussed on page 4 of the interpretation (Attachment 1), 
following is a complete list of Comprehensive Plan policies that support the 
interpretation:  
 

• Policy H-1.1: Incorporate neighborhood character and design 
principles into standards for new development. 

• Policy H-2.4: Allow a broad range of housing and site planning 
approaches in single-family areas to increase housing supply and 
choice, to reduce cost, and to ensure design quality and neighborhood 
compatibility. 

• Policy CC-1.4: Encourage and develop places and events throughout 
the community where people can gather and interact. 

• Policy CC-4.1: Enhance City identity by use of urban design principles 
that recognize the unique characteristics of different types of 
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development, including single-family, multifamily, mixed-use, and 
various types and sizes of commercial development. 

• Policy LU-1.3: Encourage attractive site and building design that is 
compatible in scale and in character with existing or planned 
development. 

• Policy LU-2.4: Support development patterns that promote public 
health and provide opportunities for safe and convenient physical 
activity and social connectivity. 

• Policy LU-6.1: Distribute parks and open spaces throughout the City, 
with particular focus on new facilities in areas of the City facing the 
greatest population growth, in areas where facilities are deficient, 
and/or in areas where connections of the open space network could 
be made. 

These Comprehensive Plan policies support the subject interpretation because 
the holistic design of larger sites consisting of an assemblage of parcels would 
promote the goals referred to in the policies, including: quality design; 
meaningful places for people to gather and interact; places for physical activity 
and social connectivity; and new open space in neighborhoods where dense, new 
housing is being added.    

 
d. Fourth, the appellant claims that the interpretation’s definition of “cottage 

projects” contains “such a broad range of scenarios” that it results in the code 
being “impermissibly expanded.”  
 
As noted above, the definition of a “cottage development” in the interpretation 
contains a common-sense definition of what constitutes a “development”:  
projects with a shared property line or that are separated only by other 
residential development proposed by the same applicant or related companies, 
or projects that share physical functional characteristics (such as shared 
driveways or utilities).  A “related party” is basically interpreted as the same 
applicant or developer (even if they use different names and/or supposedly 
different companies), as defined by the federal Internal Revenue Code.  

 
2. The appellant claims that the interpretation violates State law in that it regulates 

cottage projects “in a way that would make that individual developer or project 
pay for a general cost, whether financial or social,” rather than mitigate effects 
caused by the specific development.  
 
This argument fails for at least two reasons. First, as noted above, the projects 
that are being regulated as a single “cottage development” in the interpretation 
share physical characteristics and/or the same or related development applicants 
that make them logically a single project. Second, the common open space that 
is required of larger cottage projects need not be publicly accessible, it need only 
be accessible to residents of the cottage project. This open space requirement is 
intended to mitigate the increased demand for open space associated with 
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cottage projects (which, by nature of their increased density compared to 
conventional single-family projects, typically contain little private open space).  
The City is not requiring developers to “pay for a general cost,” such as providing 
open space for the general population. Here, the impact that is being mitigated is 
associated with the size of the cottage project itself (five units or more), not 
solely the shared physical characteristics between two projects (as the appellant 
purports).  
 

3. The appellant claims the interpretation fails the test that “zoning regulations 
must be imposed in a uniform manner.”  
 
The appellant claims that the interpretation considers applications that are 
merely “developed in proximity of space and time” to be one project. For 
example, the appellant speculates that the interpretation “treats independently-
owned projects that happen to be developed in proximity of space and time 
differently from those that are otherwise identical.”  
 
As noted above, the interpretation lays out clear criteria for when two or more 
cottage applications are to be considered one “cottage development” – and in 
almost every case such applications would be adjacent and undertaken by the 
same developer. The applications submitted by the appellant meet both these 
criteria – they are not merely “developed in proximity of space and time.”  
 
Contrary to the appellant’s claim about zoning regulations being imposed in a 
nonuniform manner, the interpretation actually bolsters the principle of equal 
treatment of similarly-situated properties by preventing some developers from 
intentionally dividing their larger cottage projects into smaller projects to avoid a 
common open space requirement that other developers of similarly large cottage 
projects are required to meet.  
 
The City’s interpretation is uniform and fair. It does not require developers with 
several cottage projects in different locations of the City to consolidate those 
different projects.  For example, applications filed at the same time by the same 
developer for a four-unit cottage project in the Kingsgate neighborhood and a 
four-unit cottage project in the Houghton neighborhood would not meet the 
City’s definition of “a cottage development of five (5) or more units.”  The City 
has established strict, reasonable, common-sense criteria for when separate 
developments are considered as one development for purposes of the open 
space requirements in the code.   
 
The Planning Director was well within his authority to render this interpretation 
because, pursuant to KZC 170.40, the Director may, “acting on his/her own 
initiative issue interpretations of any of the provisions of” the Zoning Code. 
 

4. The appellant argues that the interpretation will have adverse effects on their 
four applications because it would require the provision of open space, would 
reduce the projects’ densities, and make the projects infeasible.  
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Staff can only dispute the first two points, as assessing a specific project’s 
financial feasibility is beyond the purview of the Planning & Building Department. 
However, staff notes that the City has received applications for similarly-sized 
and configured cottage projects that other applicants are moving forward with to 
the building permit stage and for which good economic returns are expected, 
based on conversations with those developers.  
 
Staff also notes that cottage projects have been successfully developed with 
common open space throughout Kirkland in the past. Attachment 5 shows some 
representative projects consisting of five or more cottage units that have been 
designed in a unified fashion and have proceeded or are likely to proceed to 
construction/completion. 
 
In talking to residents of other successfully-developed cottage projects with 
common open space, residents frequently speak to the value of the open space 
as something that provides an important amenity to residents of the 
development and increases the property’s value to them. This makes it difficult 
for the City to believe that common open space would diminish a project’s 
feasibility (particularly when viewed in light of the fact that the 2020 code 
amendments reduced open space requirements from 400 square feet per unit to 
300 square feet, in addition to allowing for density premiums and parking 
reductions).  
 
The claim that the code requirement and associated interpretation would reduce 
the density of the appellant’s project is plausible on its face (because open space 
absorbs a portion of the site area), but is a somewhat simplistic conclusion as 
developers pursue multiple decisions that limit or enhance the density that can 
be achieved on a specific site. In the case of the specific cottage applications 
referenced in the appellant’s letter, each application provides more parking than 
the code requires, which also diverts valuable land that could otherwise be used 
to provide space for cottage construction. Thus, the appellant’s discretionary 
decision to provide more parking than is required under the code also limits the 
density that can ultimately be achieved. Staff would note that the common open 
space requirement, in and of itself, is not the sole project feature that reduces 
density beyond what would otherwise be achieved under the code. Furthermore, 
it is worth noting once again that common open space has value. Density is not 
the only factor that adds value to a property.       

 
CONCLUSION: 
 
Staff believes the subject interpretation is a common-sense and Comprehensive Plan-
supported approach to clarifying that two or more cottage applications with a combined 
total of five or more units that are adjacent and are being proposed by the same 
developer should be subject to the same common open space requirements as projects 
with the same number of units that happen to be the subject of a single application. As 
with the definition of “subject property” in KZC Section 5.10.920, the number of parcels 
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or property owners are not the determining factors that dictate what constitutes a 
“cottage development.” Rather, the characteristics of multiple applications that 
constitute a single project are those that would be evident under a common-sense 
reading of the code: adjacency, shared utilities or access, and undertaken by the same 
or related developer. Staff would also note, in the context of the Comprehensive Plan 
policies cited on page 4 of the interpretation (and earlier in this memo), the importance 
of employing the common open space requirement fairly to all larger projects: to 
increase housing supply and choice; develop places in the community where people can 
interact; recognize the unique design characteristics of different types of development; 
and support opportunities for social connection.   
 
Attachments 
Attachment 1: Interpretation 21-4 
Attachment 2: Appeal of Code Interpretation 21-4 
Attachment 3: Letter of Protest re. Applications  
Attachment 4: Brown/Babadzhanov and Bradley/Wu Projects  
Attachment 5: Representative Cottage Projects  
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INTERPRETATION 
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113.35 
(Required 

Common Open 
Space)  

8/17/2021 8/31/2021 

 
ISSUE: 
 
Chapter 113 of the Kirkland Zoning Code (KZC) (Cottage, Carriage and Two/Three-Unit 
Homes) contains detailed regulations pertaining to more compact housing types, including 
architectural features, parking requirements, and site development standards. A key 
element of Chapter 113 is the establishment of open space standards for “cottage 
developments containing five (5) or more units.”  While cottage developments may be as 
small as two units, these larger cottage projects of five or more units must contain open 
space that is centrally located and easily accessible by all residents of the cottage project, 
and that is integrated into the cottage community by being surrounded by housing units on 
at least two sides. In order to avoid these requirements, some project applicants have 
proposed multiple applications for smaller projects on adjacent sites that cumulatively total 
five or more cottage units and do not include common open space. Adverse impacts of this 
development approach include the potential for larger cottage projects that do not fulfill a 
fundamental intent of Chapter 113: “innovation and variety in housing design and site 
development” and promoting a sense of community.     
 
INTERPRETATION: 
 
As referenced in KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35, “cottage developments containing five (5) or 
more units” are one or more applications for cottage projects cumulatively containing five 
(5) or more units that share any of the following characteristics:  
 

• Two or more cottage applications, each on a “subject property” as defined by KZC 
5.10.920, with a shared property line that are submitted while there is an active 
application or issued permit by the same or “related party” (as defined below);   

• Cottage clusters separated by lots containing proposed single-family houses and 
proposed cottages by the same or related development companies;  

• Shared utilities; or  
• Shared vehicular access.   
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The City will consider the entire proposed cottage development or use in determining what 
constitutes the “subject property” for purposes of an open space requirement, even if an 
applicant chooses to apply to the City on an individual contiguous lot or parcel basis, either 
individually or through a related party. Subject property” is defined by KZC 5.10.920 as 
“[t]he entire lot, series of lots or parcels on which a development or use is or will be 
located….” The following are nonexclusive examples of circumstances under which the City 
will consider a cottage development application from an owner of a lot or parcel to be a 
“related party” to a cottage development applicant of a contiguous lot or parcel proposed 
for the same cottage development use: 
 

1. Members of the same family; 
2. An individual and a corporation or other entity in which the individual owns, directly 

or indirectly, more than 50% of the corporation or entity;  
3. Two corporations or entities which are members of the same controlled group;  
4. A grantor and a fiduciary of any trust; or 
5. A corporation and a partnership if the same persons own more than 50% of the 

value of the corporation and more than 50% of the capital or profits interest of the 
partnership. 
 

These “related party” categories are listed as nonexclusive examples. For general guidance, 
applicants can refer to the “related party” definitions utilized under the federal Internal 
Revenue Code, including IRC Section 267. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
The intent of Chapter 113 of the KZC is to foster alternatives to the development of 
detached single-family housing, to encourage “innovation and variety in housing design 
and site development,” and, importantly, promote a sense of community and inclusivity.  
 
Common open space within larger cottage projects (five or more units) is a critical means 
of creating projects that differ from standard single-family projects, which typically focus 
on private open space and privacy, and are characterized by a lack of shared public space. 
The requirement for common open space is also one of the ways that the City of Kirkland 
promotes equity and inclusivity in land use planning, pursuant to Resolution 5240 
(Declaring Kirkland a Safe, Inclusive, and Welcoming Community) adopted on February 21, 
2017, as shared open space contributes to social interaction, reduces isolation, and 
promotes community. As stated in KZC 113.35.1.c, common open space is intended to 
“provide a sense of openness, visual relief, and community for cottage developments.” 
Larger cottage projects comprising five or more units that circumvent common open space 
requirements by filing separate and multiple applications of smaller cottage projects (or via 
exploiting other loopholes) do not meet the intent of Chapter 113.  
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APPLICABLE CODE SECTIONS: 
 
Applicable code sections are:  
 
KZC113.25:  
 

Common Open 

Space 

300 square feet per unit for cottage developments containing 5 or more units 

and not required for duplexes or triplexes. 

Can be reduced to 200 square feet per unit if a permanent 

recreational/communal feature, such as cooking facilities, play equipment or 

permanent outdoor furniture, is provided. 

Private open space is also encouraged (see KZC 113.35). 
 
 
KZC 113.35.1.c:  
 
c.  Required Common Open Space 
 

* * * 
Common open space shall meet the following standards: 
 

1)    For cottage developments containing five (5) or more units, provide a total of 
300 square feet per unit; provided, that the total square footage of common open 
space for cottage developments of five (5) or more units may be reduced to 200 
square feet if a permanent recreational/communal feature is provided. 

 
ANALYSIS: 
 
KZC Section 170.40.1 states that the Planning Director (currently Planning & Building 
Director) may issue an interpretation of any of the provisions of the Code.  This section 
requires the Planning & Building Director to base a decision on the following three criteria 
(the rationale is italicized under each criterion):  
 
1. Defined or common meaning of the words of the provision. 

The common meaning of a “cottage development containing five (5) or more units” 
is a project or group of projects consisting of cottages or primarily cottages that are 
located in the same general location and that share one or more functional 
characteristics (e.g., proximity, adjacency, shared utilities, common vehicular 
access). While lot lines and applications are important in the real estate and 
development process, the aforementioned locational and functional characteristics 
govern what is considered a unified cottage “development” for the purposes of the 
common open space provisions in KZC 113.    
 

2. The general purpose of the provision as expressed in the provision. 
The general purpose of the provisions in KZC 113.25 (Common Open Space) and 
KZC 113.35 (Required Common Open Space) is to “provide a sense of openness, 
visual relief, and community for cottage developments,” which, in larger cottage 
developments of five or more units, cannot be achieved solely through the provision 
of private open space. The purpose of the exceptions for common open space was 
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to provide owners/developers of smaller, isolated parcels an opportunity to create 
smaller cottage projects subject to standards that are scaled to the size of the 
parcel they have to work with. Where an owner/developer has a larger parcel or 
multiple parcels to work with, the expectation is that the full suite of regulations 
applies, including, importantly, the common open space requirement. 
 

3. The logical or likely meaning of the provision viewed in relation to the Comprehensive 
Plan. 

Many policies in the Comprehensive Plan support making the City’s housing stock 
more diverse, affordable, and inclusive; fostering open spaces that encourage social 
interaction and community; and encouraging design that aligns with sound urban 
planning principles, including the following:  
 

• Policy H-1.1: Incorporate neighborhood character and design principles into 
standards for new development. 

• Policy H-2.4: Allow a broad range of housing and site planning approaches in 
single-family areas to increase housing supply and choice, to reduce cost, 
and to ensure design quality and neighborhood compatibility. 

• Policy CC-1.4: Encourage and develop places and events throughout the 
community where people can gather and interact. 

• Policy CC-4.1: Enhance City identity by use of urban design principles that 
recognize the unique characteristics of different types of development, 
including single-family, multifamily, mixed-use, and various types and sizes 
of commercial development. 

• Policy LU-1.3: Encourage attractive site and building design that is 
compatible in scale and in character with existing or planned development. 

• Policy LU-2.4: Support development patterns that promote public health and 
provide opportunities for safe and convenient physical activity and social 
connectivity. 

• Policy LU-6.1: Distribute parks and open spaces throughout the City, with 
particular focus on new facilities in areas of the City facing the greatest 
population growth, in areas where facilities are deficient, and/or in areas 
where connections of the open space network could be made. 

 
 

APPEAL PERIOD AND PROCEDURE TO APPEAL:  
 
Any person who is aggrieved by this interpretation may appeal it. An appeal, in the form of 
a letter of appeal and appeal fee established by ordinance, must be delivered to the 
Planning & Building Department by 5:00 PM on @ , 14 days following the date the 
interpretation was posted to the City of Kirkland website.  The letter of appeal must 
indicate how the interpretation affects the appellant’s property and present any relevant 
arguments of information on why the interpretation should not be issued. 
 
         
Adam Weinstein, AICP, Planning & Building Director 
 
 
Effective date:  August 17, 2021 
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Adam Weinstein 
Planning and BuildiJ1g Director 
City of Kirkland 
123 5th Ave 
Kirkland, Washington 98033 
Via 1Vfessenger 

Re: Appeal of Code Jnterpretation 21-4 

Dear Mr. Weinstein: 
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August 31 , 2021 

Our firm represents Merit Homes, Inc. ('"Merif'), the Applicant with regard to the four projects 
identified below. Merit Homes hereby appea Is Code 1 nterpretation 21-4 (the "Interpretation''), 
interpreting KZC 113.25 and 113.35. 

Background. 

Merit is the Applicant for the following four projects (the "Projects·'): 

• Brown Cottages, eLSM, Application lD 1006229 

• Bradley Cottages, eLSM, Application LO: I 006307 

• Wu Cottages, eLSM. Application ID: 1006293 

• Babadzhanov Cottages, eLSM, Application ID: 1006273 

Each Project is owned independently. The Brown property is owned by Jim W. Brown. The 
Bradley property is owned by Mitchell A. Bradley. The Babadzhanov property is owned by Yuriy 
and Irina Babadzhanov. Only the Wu property is owned by Merit. The Brown and Babadzhanov 
properties abut one another. The Bradley and Wu properties abut one another. However the two 
pairs of properties are not in the vicinity of one another. The Projects do not share vehicular access, 
and the only ·'shared·' utility is the convergence of the separate storm pipes for each Project into a 
single connection at the juncture with the public storm facility. 

Merit has been engaged to develop each of the Projects. Merit submitted the applications (the 
' 'Applications' ') on August 16, 2021. The Applications were rejected, and contained the fo !lowing 
comment: 

Based on the final interpretation by the Planning and Building Director since 
[Babadzhanov and Brown] [Wu and Bradley] are unified by a shared prope1ty line, and 
storm water conveyance, these cottage developments must come in as a joint cottage 
project. We will not review them as separate projects. 

Code Interpretation 

KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35.1.c(l) require cottage developments containing five (5) or more 
units to provide a total of 300 square feet of common open space per unit. The Interpretation 

·r: /1125) '15 1-2 812 • P: (4 25) •15 l-'.18 18 
11 2 01 ~I., 8 '" S t. • 1'\lil e 120 • Bellevu e:_ Vv A 98004 
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construes "5 or more units" to mean "applications for cottage projects cumulatively containing 
five (5) or more units that share any of the following characteristics: 

• Two or more cottage applications, each on a "subject property" as defined by KZC 
5.10.920, with a shared property line that are submitted while there is an active 
application or issued permit by the same or "related party" (as defined below); 

• Cottage clusters separated by lots containing proposed single-family houses and 
proposed cottages by the same or related development companies; 

• Shared utilities; or 
• Shared vehicular access." 

The Interpretation defines "related party" to include: 

• Members of the same family; 
• An individual and a corporation or other entity in which the individual owns, directly 

or indirectly, more than 50% of the corporation or entity; 
• Two corporations or entities which are members of the same controlled group; 
• A grantor and a fiduciary of any trust; or 
• A corporation and a partnership if the same persons own more than 50% of the value 

of the corporation and more than 50% of the capital or profits interest of the partnership. 

The Interpretation then broadens these already-expanded definitions to include: 

And: 

... a project or group of projects consisting of cottages or primarily cottages that are located 
in the same general location and that share one or more functional characteristics ( e.g., 
proximity, adjacency, shared utilities, common vehicular access). While lot lines and 
applications are important in the real estate and development process, the aforementioned 
locational and functional characteristics govern what is considered a unified cottage 
"development" for the purposes of the common open space provisions in KZC 113. 

Where an owner/developer has a larger parcel or multiple parcels to work with, the 
expectation is that the full suite ofregulations applies, including, importantly, the common 
open space requirement. 

Why The Interpretation Should Not Be Issued - Legal Basis for Challenge. 

The Interpretation Improperly Amends KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35. 

Only the City Council may adopt or amend ordinances, and such adoption or amendment must 
follow the statutory requisites. RCW 35A.12.130. The Director is permitted to interpret legally 
codified ordinances, but such interpretation is limited to: 

a. The defined or common meaning of the words of the provision; and 

b. The general purpose of the provision as expressed in the provision; and 

c. The logical or likely meaning of the provision viewed in relation to the Comprehensive 
Plan. 

j OHNS•MONROE•MITSUNAGA•KOLOUSKOVA • PLLC 
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The Interpretation did not limit itself to the above constraints, but rather introduced entirely new 
regulatory provisions into KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 that require adoption by the City Council 
and compliance with the statutory requisites. 

First, the Interpretation defined the common meaning of "cottage development containing 5 or 
more units" to include a "group of projects" in the "same general location" sharing "functional 
characteristics." This is not merely applying a common meaning to the Council's fairly narrow 
term ("cottage development containing 5 or more units"). The Interpretation then states that "the 
expectation is that full suite ofregulations applies" whether the multiple parcels are under common 
ownership or the building is simply being overseen by a single company. However, the City 
Council did not say that its expectation was application of the full suite of regulations to such 
remotely related projects: it said a single development containing 5 or more units. 

Most importantly, the Interpretation expands on its own interpretation of the term "related parties" 
to apply KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 to projects "by the same or related development 
companies", without justification, explanation or demonstration of how adding that term meets the 
requirements of KZC 170.40 or the requirement that Code amendments be adopted by the City 
Council. The Interpretation impermissibly expands the City Council's clear regulatory language 
to include other projects - not under common ownership or even being "developed" together - that 
the Director vaguely deems to share "functional characteristics." Had the City Council intended 
to apply the common open space requirement to such projects, it would have drafted the ordinances 
accordingly. 

In addition to going beyond the authority of KZC 170.40 to determine the common meaning of 
words and general purpose of the provision, the Interpretation conflicts with several of the 
Comprehensive Plan provisions cited in support of the Interpretation. For example, Policy H-1.1 
encourages incorporation of"neighborhood character and design principles into standards for new 
development." However, the Interpretation discourages the use of one builder on multiple but 
independent projects in the same general location that would lead to a cohesive neighborhood 
character and design. Similarly, Policy H-2.4 encourages "a broad range of housing and site 
planning approaches in single-family areas to increase housing supply and choice, to reduce cost, 
and to ensure design quality and neighborhood compatibility." Yet the Interpretation in effect 
discourages use of the Cottage Housing Code by requiring separate owners of projects to dedicate 
property related to another project in the vicinity. The same is true for Policies CC-4.1 and Policy 
LU-1.3, which encourage the unique characteristics of single-family, multifamily, and mixed-use, 
and compatible attractive site and building designs. 

The City Council adopted the ordinance requiring dedication of common open space for "cottage 
developments containing five (5) or more units," and the Interpretation impermissibly broadened 
the definition of development containing 5 or more units to include a broad range of scenarios such 
as projects in the "same general location" with a common builder. The Cottage Code contains 
other requirements using the same or similar language that the Interpretation has impermissibly 
expanded. Will the City, for example, now require affordable housing for multiple projects with 
10 or more units in the same general location with a common builder? 

J OHNS•MONROE•MITSUNAGA•KOLOUSKOV A• PLLC 
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KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 as Interpreted Violate RCW 82.02.020. 

The Interpretation imposes significant new zoning obligations on a development that would 
otherwise be exempt merely because it shares a builder, utilities, driveway or ownership with 
another property "in the same general location." 

Every zoning regulation must comply with RCW 82.02.020, which only allows local governments 
to impose conditions on development that mitigate the impacts of the specific development but 
cannot regulate that development in a way that would make that individual developer or project 
pay for a general cost, whether financial or social. Southwick v. City of Lacey, 58 Wn. App. 886, 
795 P.2d 712 (1990). RCW 82.02.020 does not authorize zoning regulations which are based on 
"all new development collectively." Isla Verde v. City of Camas, 146 Wn.2d 740, 761, 49 P.3d 
867 (2002). Instead, RCW 82.02.020 requires that zoning regulations address direct results of 
particular proposed developments. Id KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 as interpreted do not regulate 
based on the impacts of a specific development proposal. The burden is on the City to show that 
the zoning regulation is designed to mitigate the impacts of the individual development itself. 
Citizen's Alliance for Property Rights v. Sims (CAPR), 145 Wn. App. 649, 187 P.3d 786 (2008). 

Here, the owners of independently-owned properties cannot be required to mitigate for the impacts 
of one another. For example, the fact that two separately owned properties share a property line 
or storm water conveyance does not create an impact that may be mitigated by dedication of 
common open space. In fact, sharing utilities reduces impacts and cannot be the basis for 
determining a greater impact exists that must be redressed. 

KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 as Interpreted Violate the Constitutional Requirement for Uniformity 
in Zoning Regulations. 

KZC 113.25 and KZC 113.35 as interpreted will operate in an unconstitutionally random and 
unpredictable fashion. Zoning regulations must be imposed in a uniform manner. To pass 
constitutional muster, the Washington Supreme Court mandates that zoning ordinances "are 
required to be uniform and equal in operation and effect." State ex rel. Smilanich v. Mc Collum, 
62 Wn.2d 602, 605, 384 P.2d 358 (1963). The requirement for uniformity does not justify broad 
application ofregulations without respect to the impacts of the particular development. Citizens' 
Alliance for Property Rights v. Sims, 145 Wn. App. 649, 187 P.3d 786 (2008). To the contrary, 
uniformity and equality of operation means that similarly situated properties must be treated the 
same: according to the individual impacts that each project creates. The Interpretation treats 
independently-owned projects that happen to be developed in proximity of space and time 
differently than those that are otherwise identical. It is the antithesis of uniformity for a city to 
subject the same two developments to totally different zoning regulations based merely on the fact 
that one happens to share a builder, utilities, driveway or ownership witl:i another property "in the 
same general location." 

Interpretation's Effect on Appellant's Projects 

As noted above, Merit has been engaged to build cottage homes on 4 properties, none of which 
are under common ownership, and only one of which Merit itself owns. While none of the Projects 
shares a driveway or ownership, the mere fact that Merit has been engaged to develop the Projects, 
or that the stormwater pipes connect to the City infrastructure at the same juncture, triggers the 
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common space requirement under the Interpretation. The common space requirement was not 
anticipated when the Projects were designed, and will reduce the dens ity achievable in each of the 
four Projects. It is likely that this regulatory taking will make the Projects infeasible. It is also 
likely that the 4 property owners will be fo rced to hire separate bu ilders for each Project; this will 
be at a significant cost, as the Projects have already been designed by Merit. As a result. the 
Projects wi ll result in fewer smaller, alternative housiJ1g units being deve loped, which is counter 
to the intent of the Cottage Code. 

Ironically, the Interpretation itself asks appellant to " indicate how the interpretation affects the 
appellant's property," but, by its own terms, the Interpretation has expanded its impact to 
developers as well as property owners. 

We ask that the Hearing Examiner overturn the Director' s Interpretation and make it clear that the 
Projects may be developed without being consolidated and required to dedicate common open 
space. 

Sincerely. 

Vickj E. Orrico 

Direct Tel: (./25) -167-9968 
Email: o/·ric,ra immklau. t '0/11 

Encl. : Appeal Fee 

I 370-3 Lem,, of Appeal Code /111erpre1atio11 21-./ KZC 113 S-3 /-21 f 
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Adam Weinstein 
Planning and Building Director 
City of Kirkland 
123 5th Ave 
Kirkland, Washington 98033 
Via MyBuildingPermit  

September 3, 2021 

Re: Letter of Protest re Applications 1006229, 1006307, 1006293 and 1006273  
Dear Mr. Weinstein: 
Our firm represents Merit Homes, Inc. (“Merit”), the Applicant with regard to the above-
referenced projects.  We are submitting this letter (1) to inform you that your rejection of the most 
recent submission of two of the applications is not authorized by law and in direct contravention 
of your newly adopted Code Interpretation 21-4, and (2) to inform you that we are resubmitting 
these two applications in protest of the Interpretation and reserve all rights to resubmit all four 
applications in the event we prevail in our appeal of the Code Interpretation or the Code 
Interpretation is otherwise amended or withdrawn.   
By way of background, on August 16, 2021, Merit submitted applications for the following 
projects: 

• Brown Cottages, eLSM, Application ID 1006229

• Bradley Cottages, eLSM, Application ID: 1006307

• Wu Cottages, eLSM, Application ID: 1006293

• Babadzhanov Cottages, eLSM, Application ID: 1006273
Each property related to the above applications is owned independently by totally unrelated parties.  
The Brown and Babadzhanov properties abut one another.  The Bradley and Wu properties abut 
one another.  These initial four applications were rejected, based on the following:   

Based on the final interpretation by the Planning and Building Director since 
[Babadzhanov and Brown] [Wu and Bradley] are unified by a shared property line, and 
storm water conveyance, these cottage developments must come in as a joint cottage 
project. We will not review them as separate projects. 

On August 17, 2021, the City adopted Code Interpretation 21-4 interpreting the 5-unit common 
open space requirement to include for projects that share a common builder, utilities, or driveway 
in the same general location regardless ownership.   
As noted in our appeal of the Code Interpretation filed August 31, 2021, the Code Interpretation 
made development of the adjoining projects as cottage projects infeasible.  As such, Merit decided 
to move forward with only the Brown and Wu projects, neither of which is the vicinity or under 
common ownership with the other.  On August 31, 2021, Merit submitted its applications for these 
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Adam Weinstein 
September 3, 2021 
P a g e  | 2 

two unrelated projects.  On September 1, 2021, the City rejected these two unrelated applications 
stating: 

This project must be submitted with the [Babadzhanov] [Bradley] project . . . as these 
projects have a shared property line and they are being applied for by the same party. 
Please see Official Zoning Code Interpretation 21-4. 

The City has no legal authority to require Merit to submit any applications.  The Brown and Wu 
applications were submitted in full compliance with Code Interpretation 21-4.  No application was 
filed for either the Babadzhanov or Bradley project.  Should Merit file an application for either of 
these related projects, the City is welcome to invoke the Code Interpretation as it may exist at such 
time. In the meantime, Merit is well within its rights to submit the Brown and Wu applications and 
proceed with the development thereof under the Cottage Code.   
Merit hereby resubmits Applications 1006229 (Brown) and 1006293 (Wu) independently and in 
compliance with Code Interpretation 21-4, and we demand the City accept these applications and 
proceed with review.  However, these submissions area made under protest, and, in the event that 
Code Interpretation 21-4 is revised, withdrawn or found to be illegal, Merit reserves the right to 
submit applications for the Babadzhanov and Bradley projects under the Cottage Code.   
Sincerely, 

Vicki E. Orrico 
Direct Tel:  (425) 467-9968 
Email:  orrico@jmmklaw.com 

1370-3 Letter of Protest 9-2-21D 
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ASINDICATING1H£GEN£RN.C<»ID/n<:WSDaSTINCAr1HAr111E. 

1HIS SVR\f'YDtSaOSE'S FACroRS OFRCCOND AND ON 1HC CROUIIO 
AffECTING 1H£ SIJ8.£Cr PRO"UITY BOONOARY, &Jr ,r OC(S NOT PIJRP(lH 
WLl'GW.YR£SIU£RaArfDPRa'fllrrLJN£DISPU'T6 llt-lEif 

t="~::gi~~~:~ro:t:::Jr1t11H 
Rl()Hr5 AND JbORCSS ANY POTE:NWJ. PRCP!RTY LINE DISPU1£S 

/J'TIUTYLOCARONS9fOIIWHCR£0NARfAR£8ASWI.IPONASBtlf.rf1£l.O 

t~S~tJ:~~~~~1Jf!~=ON 
~!~?~J~~~~AOCTO 
2'CONrooRIN~VALOOltl£DFROIIDIR£CrFID.J}095DlVAl)(W. 

~ ~~ ~CYrrnORs~rr:s,:t.~AL~AP~~iJ.: .. tAHDARDS 

-·-1--- --+''-'T-"-7 ~-

PROJECT DATA: 

VICINITY MAP 
NOT TO SCALE 

PROPERT'f AOD~SS 
TAK LOT NUMBERS; 
SITE AREA: 

1020.f IUrH AVE' NE, KIRKLAND WA 980.JJ 
6743700117, 674.3700116 
51,461 SF (1.18 AC.) 

ZONING DESIGNATION: RSX 7.2 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 

PROJECT TEAM: 

CI\IIL ENGINffR: 

MERIT HOUES 
BOJ KIRKLAND A~ SU/Jr 100 
KIRKLAND, WA 98o.JJ 

£&!Al?M':;;1 SMITH 

G2 CIVIL 
1J75 NW MALL ST, SU/1£: J 
/SSAOUAH, WA 98027 
(425) 821-5038 
CONTACT: EDWARD MECUM, PE 

AXIS SURVf:Y d: MAPPING 
15241 NE 90TH ST 
REOAIONO, WA 98052 
(425) 82J-5700 
CONTACT; W. ffi'A\11S BRAOL£Y, PLS 

LAYTON TRff CONSUL TING, LLC. 
P.O. BOX 572 
SNOHOMISH, WA 98291 
( -12sJ 220-sm 
CONTACT: BOB LAYTON, /SA CA 

BASIS OF BEARINGS: 
HELD A 8ASIS OF BEARJNG OF NORTH 00'05'48" EAST Al.ONG 124TH 
,H£ N£ 8£TWffN THE FOUND IIONUM£NTSON N£ 100TH ST AND NE 
IO<fTHST; 

HORIZONTAL DATUM: 
NAD 'BJ/91 PER CITY OF KIRKLAND SURVE'Y CONTRa 

VERTICAL DATUM: 
NAK) '88 PER CITY OF KIRKLMD 

BENCHMARKS: 
ORfWfAllNti RfNPWABK· 
CITY OF KIRKLAND SUR~ CONTRa POINT JI FOOND PUNCH IN J" 
BRASS DISK ST.ulPED 'KCAS IJ;'A',fn'SE /9J9' IN CCWCRETE 
MONUMENT IN CASE. 

ELEVAT/QN:258.86' 

lfHPreA8Y flfNflWABKS· 
~ rCP OF UCWUMENT IN CASE AT rHE INTcRSECTION OF 125TH 
A~ NE N'/0 NE 102ND Pl. 

ELEVAT/QN:262.J6' 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 
PARCfl.A: 
TH£ NORTH 102.20 FE.ET OF TH£ IIE"ST IJ8.0J F'EET OF LOT .,_ 8UCK 2. H,C. 
PETTITS Af.D(R CRO','f' AODITION TO KIRKLAND, ACCORDING TO THE Pu. T 
THEREOF RE:COROro IN KIL/JME' 21 OF PLA1S, PAC£ BJ, R£CORDS OF KING 
COUNTY, WASHINGTON. 

~~~2:,.~l~JaO:&r~ ff.&"t'of55.FE.£T OF TH£ NORTH 

PARCa. B: 
Lor S MD TH£ NORTH 2D Fffi OF THE EAST 16S.47 mr OF Lor 6. LESS 
TH£ NORTH 102.2D FE.ET OF THE IIE"ST IJ8.0J F'EET OF LOT .,_ Bl.OCK 2, H.C. 
PETTITS Af.D(R CRO',E' AOD1710N TO KIRKLAND, ACCORDING TO THE PU, T 
THEREOF RE:CORD'S OF IQ.UME 21. PAC£ BJ, RE:CORDS OF KING COUNTY. 
WASHINGTON. 

~ffcw PER oor Cl.I,//,/ DEED /JNDER KING COUNTY RE:CORDING NUMBER 
200!092<IOOIIJI. 

~ &~~:~Wf~r°'!,:~~~ o;,JJfgr'J. ~ IIOULD 

SHEET INDEX 
1. COVER SHEET 
2. TESC/TREE RETENTION PLAN 
3. SITE & DRAINAGE PLAN 
4. SEWER & WATER PLAN 
5. COMPOSITE UTILITY PLAN 
6. PROFILES & SECTIONS 
7. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD NOTES 
8. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD DETAILS - 1 
9. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD DETAILS - 2 
10. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD DETAILS - 3 
11 . DETENTION MANIFOLD DETAILS 
12. FIL TERRA DETAILS 

...J 

J! 
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GRAPHIC SCALE
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SCALE: 1" = 20'

PROJECT DATA

VICINITY MAP

PROJECT CONTACTS

SW 1/4 OF THE SE 1/4 OF SEC. 33, T.26N., R.5E., W.M.

BASIS OF BEARINGS

LEGAL DESCRIPTION/TITLE REPORT NOTES

HORIZONTAL DATUM

VERTICAL DATUM
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F.A.R. TABLE

LOT COVERAGE TABLE
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f::!~f =~~~'=~sfo:=: 
INC IHSwa/MATION/SIEElfD 108CR£lJAIH. (;2 Oil. CNfNOrB£1EU) 

~r~~~~~~1:/1::::~~ 
11£S£0RAIIWGSASAROU.T. 

IF 11ER£NlflrNYOISCll£PNK:ESE£111£ENDllllNSKNSWORAIIIM.SANDDIJSrlNG 
aHJ/10/SIHCHIIII.LAFFCCT11£11CB';11£aJN1RM:1rRSHAU.8RINGSVCH 
a5CR£PANCES1011£A11fN11/M(T1NCfJIQNEDlflJRNJJJS1IIOITBOTRC 
PI/IXW)IN(;Nfl1/T/£~ Tl£Ct:lflRACTat5HAU.8CR£SKW91l.Cft'l1TI£ 
PROPER FlntlC (F NJ. IIO'II( AND FrE 11£ coalOINAl'OI <TALL 11WlE'S. 
SIJIICa#IRACJmS,ANDPERsa#SEHGACEDtmllHSca/lRACT. 

N.lLOC1UICWSCFDl'JSIWCUrllrESSHOJNIEJlffMHAVE"B£ENCSTAIJJSIEDBY 
fE.DSR1£Y(RQfTAWIDRIOIIAVM.All.£RfCIRISANDSHWUJ 11ER£F(J11£B£ 
aw5IE!£D ~I'( (JU AND NOT /EtUSolRIY C(lf'!£1[: IT IS 1HC sa£ 
R£SP(MSl8t(fTY(T11£C(JNTRJ.CrrJRTOHXPOifJCNR.YIOlf"Y11£ACCtlYoCYfF 

~Y:,Z,f1:i:6~: .=::i:~~:~Mf:,:.,~ 
""""' 
C1JNIRACroRAQ!£D" THAT 11'£Y loSStl£ SQEAND C(lf'l£)'fllfSPO¥SBL/1YFIJR 
.Q!Sll'(CCl,f)'!IQl¢11Q.OOING11£SNtTl'(TAU.PERS(MSANDPRfPClirY. 
R.RWG Tl£ (X(.RS£ (T O:WS11/1JCTKII (T 11£ PRO£CT. AND 111AT TlfS 
11£~TSHALLAPPI.YCONINJOUSLYNIDNOT8CI.M1£DlllNal'SIAl.lltlliKl,'C 
HO/RS. 11£CCWrRACroR5HAU.DEFCND. INDlJINIFYANDHClD 11£0'IHJIAND 11£ 
lNGINED1 IW1M£SS RIO/I ANY AND NJ. 1118tJTY. RfAL rR AUam II 
aHEC1ION Wl1/ 11£1'£RFOOMNCC(FJIOlilll'fM IIISPRO£CT. cxaJ>rwGflJR 
UAaJTYARISINCFROil T/£sn£1CaJWiCC(FTl£0WIQ'(R Tl££NGIHlIR. 

P<R110NS fT 11£/WalM,\1/0N fM IIISLRAIWHGHAVE"BEIN Cli£il1Ell USING A 
SIBSCT<TD.ArA QfTMIEZ!RIOII 11£J<MG CCll'TYQSDATABASt AND IMS NOT 
B£EN lfD£PflaNR.Y IOiRD BY ENCOIPASS EJOi£ER/HC AND ~ (ffS). 
TIIS04TA ISPR0'4JCD FOR~ W(IIIIATION <MY. f£S ll«SHOT ASSI.IE ANY 
~FOR ,4NYERRfllS, GIISSIGWS (R IIACCU't4ct'S" 11£QS/1¥Uit1ATION 

PERMIT NOTES 

~ 
below. 

Call before you dig. 

T 
TH£ INfORJIATION DCPICTED ON 1HIS MAP R£PRCSEN1S TH£ RESULTS OF 
A SUR\£Y ltlADE ON JAHUARY 12, 2021 ANO CAN ONLY B£ CONS1D£RED 
AS INDICATING TH£ GEN£RAL CONDITIONS EXISTING AT THAT TIME. 

THIS SUR\£Y DISCLOSCS FAC'fa/S OF R£CORD ANO ON THE GROUND 
AFFECTING TH£ St.JB,£CT PROP£RTY 800NDARY, BUT IT DC£S NOT 
PURPORT ro /.£GAi.LY RESGl\£ RELATED PRCPCRTY UNE DISPU'TES. 
MHDiE AMBIGUITIES ARE NOTED, AXIS RECOMMENDS THAT TH£ OIINER 
CONSULT 111TH /.£GAL COUNSEL 10 O[TfRWN[ HOW BEST 10 INTfRPR[T 
1H£1R PROP£RTY RIGHTS ANO ADDRESS ANY POTENTIAL PROPfRTY /./NE 
DISPl/1'5. 

UTIUTY LOCATIONS SHOIIIN HEREON AR£ BASED UPON ASBUILT Fl8.D 
LOCATION OF EXISTING STRUCTUR£S FJW) LOCATION OF UTIUTIES BASED 
ON LOCAJOI? PAINT MARKINGS ANO LOCATIONS BASED ON UTIUTY MAPS 
FRo,J arr AHO UTIUTY ORAIIINGS /NO/CAT/NG REPORTED UTILITY 
INSTALLATIONS OTHER UTIUTIES MA Y DOST. NO SUB-SURFACE 
EXPLORATION WAS MAD£ ro l£1i'IFY UTIUTY ROOTINGS AHO TH£ ROOTING 
OF ALL BURIEO UTIUTIES SHOULD B£ CONRRMED 111TH TH£ UTIUTY 
PURl,£'/OR AND [xPOSED IN AREAS CRITICAL TO O[Sl(;N RX? 
"""""IJON. 
2' CQNTOUR INrERVAL 00.,1£1) fflfM CJRECT Flll.D <BSERVATICN. 

rH/Sstm£Yll[[1SUNl1CDSTAIB'NATICNAl.llAPACCIN?ACYSTANDARDSFCll 
~TICALAIXVRACY(FCW[HA/..FT/l[CQNTIX/RINTERVAL 

COTTACE/J: 

TOTAL PRll'OSED F.A.R.: '-205 SF' 

"'"' 

TOTALPROPOSEOLOT 
CO',OIACE: 

Kirkland 

' j 

• ICOI~, NE!OO"'!;t 

,,.,,~ ! 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 10060 124TH A\£ NE, KIRKLAND WA 980.JJ 
6743700120 TAX LOT NUMBERS: 

SITE AREA: 10,412 SF (0.239 AC.) 
ZONING DESIGNATION: RSX 7.2 SING/..£ FAIIIIL Y RESIDENTIAL 

CIVIL ENGINEER: 

GEO TECHNICAL 
ENGINEER: 

MERIT HOUES 
BOJ KIRKLAND Al-£, SUITE 100 
KIRKLAND, WA 9BOJJ 
(425) 578-05-fl 
CONTACT: MIKE SMITH 

G2 Cf\llL 
1J75 NW MAU. ST, SUITE J 
/SSAOUAH, WA 98027 
(425) 821-50.JB 
CONTACT: EDWARD MECUM, PE 

11?0Y CLYMER 
ARCHITECTS NORTHWEST INC 
18915 - 142ND A\£ NE / SUITE 100 
WOODIN\IILJ.E, WA 98072 
PHONE: (425) -485 4900 

AXIS SUR\£Y d: MAPPING 
15241 NE 9DTH ST 
REDMOND, WA 98052 
PHONE: (425) 823-5700 
CONTACT: W. 11?A\IIS BRADI..EY. PLS 

NELSON GEO TECHNICAL ASSOC/A TES, INC. 
17JII 1J5TH A\£ N[, St/lTE A-500 
PHONE: (425) 486-1669 
CONTACT: !<HAI.fl) M. SHAWISH, P£ 

LAYTON n?ff CONSUL TING, LJ.C. 
P.O. BOX 572 
SNOHO/,//SH, WA 98291 

~fC!:4~~ 2!1;/JJ.1 /SA CA 

HaDABCNilNGOF'HORTHO'!S0'48"£ASrAJ.ONC12•THA\£S£TIIEE14TH£ 
fOUHD/IOMJ/KNTSONN£1001HSTANDN£1tMTHST. 

NAO '8J/91 

OB@NA11NG BfNQWARf<· OTY OF KIRKLAND SUR\£Y CONTRCL 
POINT JI FOUND PUNCH IN J " BRASS DISC STAMPED ".Kc.AS 
TRAVERS£ 19J9" IN CONCRETE MOMJIIENT CASC. 

D.EVATION:258.86' 

ZfHPC8ARY RfNPWARts:S: 
mM.....A: TOP OF MONUMCNT IN CASE AT TH£ /NTfRSCCTION OF 
125TH A\£ NE AND NE 102ND PL 

D.£VATION; 262.J6' 

,_o 
IH£NORIH70F£ETOF'IH£11£STIJBF£ET OF'LOT6,11.0CK2.H.C. 

5:i~!~~~~AA~~~OF'~ 
PARCEJ. C 0£S/CRJPTIOH P£R OUITa.AIAI DEED UND£II KING CWNTY 
R£CORDINGNVMB£R2001W2.f001tJI. NO£ASEM:EN!5; RCSTff/C110NS~/iESERVAIKWSOF'R£CORD MH/0/ IKUD 
8£ OISCLOSEll BT 111£ mu: R£PORT AR£ SHOWN FOR PARC£L C. 

~ ~"!V:...7~NO.~~~V.21/PG,8J 

RJ ESIHlll PARK V.117.h'(:S..fJ-45 

SHEET INDEX 

_, 

Jl 
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Bradley Property
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of proposed lot lines
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I 
GRAPHIC SCALE 

- 8111Q(PAIIIIC 

SURVEYOR'S NOTES 
THE INFCll/iATION DEPfCTED ON THIS /J~ REPRESENTS THE RfSUl.TS OF 
A SUR',fl" UADC ON JANUARY 22, 2021 MD CAN OM. Y 8£ CONSlDfRfD 
AS INDICATING 1H£ GENERAL CONDITIONS EJ(JSTING AT THAT mlE. 

THIS SUR','EY D/SC10SCS FACTORS OF RECORD AND ON 1H£ GROOND 
AFFECT/NC THE SlJB,£CT PRCffRTY 80UNDARY, BUT IT DQES NOT 
PURPORT TO L.£.G,IJ.1.Y RCSQ'..1,£" RnATED PROPCRTY UN£ DISPUTFS. 
MHfl?f" AUBIGUIT/£S ME NO'Tf:D, AXJS REC()jl/,l£N[)S THAT 1H£ OIINER 
CCNSIJlT ltlTHLECAL COUNSEL TOOCTERl,IJNEHQW8£STTO/NTERPR£T 
THOR PROP£RTY RIGHTS MD MJDRfSS ANY POTENTIAL PRa'fRTY UN£ 
~SPU1"' 

UTIUTY LOCA110N5 SHOIIN H£RfON ARE BASCO UPON AS- BUILT Flfl.D 
LOCATION OF EXJSTING STRUCTURES. F1£LD LOCATION OF UT/l.JT/£S 
BASED ON LOCATOR PAINT IIARKINGS AND LOCHIONS BASfD ON 
UTIUTY UAPS FROM arr AND unurr DRAl'IINGS INDICATING RfPORTED 
UTIUTY INSTALLATIONS. OTHER UTIUTIES M'AY EXIST. N(} SUB-SURFACE 
EXPI.ORATION WAS MADE TO l,£R/FY UTIUTY ROI.JTINGS AND THE 
ROUTING OF ALL BURIED U11UTIES SHOULD 8£ CONFIRMED 1111H 1H£ 
UTN.JTY PUR\£YOR AND EXPOSED IN ARfAS CRITICAL TO DESIGN FOR 
'ofRIF1CA110N. 

2'CCWTOOR.WlffiVALDERl',£DFR(JJD/RfCTF/El.DcesDi'VAl1CW. 
rHIS stm\.!Y llf£TS UNl1W SWES N,HICWAL MN' AcetmACY STNIDAROS FCti 
\£1UICAL Acct/RACY<TONEHAJ.F 1HEC<MrotJR/HrrRVAL 

PERMIT NOTES 
A21'N!A1£1'(W'TIS~IUtOOIWIOI. 
A SlPNIA!l" P£1MT IS IElHP Fat /DI CO/Slli!ICIIIJI. 

~~~"i:.,~~o:ctrfflfr.tl1/f$w,(I 

IUSw«ISUIFAa~--TOOCSNOTAUIIOIU[Nll' 
C:Vm.caltwGQl!CfOIIRIOINZatl'tUCWB:lNS~ 
f'fNTM/51:T:!S'lfPl'!P' IDJ!o:fP?'ftGO!mNMZP!IIB 

NE 1/4 OF THE SW 1/4 OF SEC. 33, T.26N., R.5E., W.M. 
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t 
SITE 

PROJECT DATA 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 

VICINITY MAP 
NOT TO SCALE 

10720 123RD A',£ NE. KIRKLAND WA 980" 
64027002.JO TAX LOT NUMBER: 

SITE AREA: 

ZONING 0£$/GNA TION: 

9,85.J SF (0.226 AC.) EXJSTING 
10,964 SF (0.252 AC.) PENDING LLA 
RSX 7.2 SINGLE FAM/LY Rf$10ENTIAL 

PROJECT TEAM 
OWNER: BRADI..EY A. /.1/TCHELL 

10720 123RD A',£ NE 
KIRKLAND, WA 980.JJ 

OE\laOPER; MERIT HOAIES 
80.J KIRKLAND AIIE", SUITE 100 
KIRKLAND, WA 980.JJ 
(425) 605-0597 
CONTACT: MIKE SMITH 

Cl\.l'L ENGINEER: G2 ENGINffRING 
1.JlS NW MALL ST, SUITE .J 
ISSAQUAH, WA 98027 
(425) 821-So.JB 
CONTACT; NICOi..£ MECUM, P£ 

ARaf/TECT: ARCHITECTS NORTHWEST 
18915 142ND A\£ NE. SUITE 100 
WOODINVILLE, WA 98072 

=rcla~;x~~ AIA 

SURV£YOR: AXIS SURVEY & MAPPING 
15241 NE 90TH ST 
Rff»JON0, WA 98052 
PHONE: (425) 82.J-5700 
CONTACT; W. 11U\4S BRADLEY, PL$ 

GCOTE:CHN/CJ.L NELSON GCOTE:CHNICJ.L ASSOCJA TES, INC. 
ENGINEER: 17.JII 1.J5TH A'vf" N£, SUITE A-500 

WOODINVILLE, WA 98072 

f!!tf.fcl"fJAtft-,}_5~A11tSH, Pt 

ARBOR/ST.· LAYTON TR££ CONSUL TING, LLC. 
P.O. BOX 572 
SNOHOMISH, WA 98291 

~fc/"i~2fir~ 11s.,,, CA 

BASIS OF BEARINGS 
HD..J) A BASIS OF B£ARING OF NORTH 00'51'09" £AST ALONG TH£ 
MONUMENTCD C£NJ'E"RUN£ OF NE 124TH SfflffT 8£TKffN TH£ 
FOUND ~£NT AT NE 108TH ST AND TH£ FOUND lrlONUilENT AT 
N£ 100TH SfflffT (CITY OF KIRKLAND CONTROL POINT JI) 

HORIZONTAL DATUM 
NAD '8.J/91 PER CITY OF KJRKU,NO 

VERTICAL DATUM 
NAM) '88 PER CITY OF KIRKLAND 

BENCHMARKS 
@GINATING flfN{'.ffllARI(· CITY OF KIRKU.NO CONTROL POINT JI, 
FOUND Pl/NOi IN .J" BRASS DISC IN CONCRCTC JJONUUENT, OOIIN 
1.7'/NCASE. 
El.£VATION:258.864' 

TflrlPreARYRENCffllARKS· 
I£JM....:.d.'.. SIT Cl-USO.ED •x• IN SOOTH RIAi OF STORlrl OfWN 
MANHOLE LOCATED IMTHIN TH£ CJJL-DE-SAC OF 123RD AYE" NE, 
!!£"ST OF HOUSC NO. 10728 
El.£VATION:2fil67' 
IBM...1[. SCT RAILROAD SPIKE IN NORTH FACE Of UTIUTY Pa.£. 
MITH TRARSFORMfR. CONDUIT, AND LIGHT, LOCATCD ON TH£ 11£'ST 
SID£ OF CUL-DC-SAC OF 12JRD AYE" NE. 1.0' ABOYC GRAD£. 
El.£VATION:255.59' 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
UJT 2 J"oF-ORCHARD PARK ADDl7ION, AS PER Pl.AT RECTJRDro IN 
VOLUME 66 OF Pl.MS, PAO£ 86, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY; 

SlltJAJ'E" IN TH£ COUNTY OF KINC. STAJ'E" OF WASHINGTON. 

SHEET INDEX 
1. COVER SHEET 
2. TESC & TREE RETENTION PLAN 
3. ROAD, GRADING, & DRAINAGE PLAN 
4. SEWER & WATER PLAN 
5. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD NOTES 
6. CITY OF KIRKLAND ST ANDAAD DETAILS - 1 
7. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD DETAILS- 2 

~ 
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I 
GRAPHIC SCALE 

C:J CCNJl[lf"PA
C=:J -r,A-

~ GeA\a'!IJIIFNZ 
~ 

- BRIO(PAIM: 

SURVEYOR'S NOTES 
TH£ INFORMATION DEPICTrD ON THIS MAP REPR£SCNTS THE 
RCSVL TS OF A SURYE"Y /JADC ON JANUARY 22, 2021 ANO CAN 
CWLY BE COH51D£Rro AS INDICATING THE: GENERAL CONDITIONS 
DOST/NG AT THAT TIAI£ 

THIS SUR\£Y DISCLOSES FACTORS OF RECORD ANO ON THE 
GROUND Af1'ECTING THC 51.JB.ECT PROP£RTY BOUNDARY, BUT IT 
00£5 NOT PURPORT ro LEGALLY RfSCl.\£ RE1.A1W PROPfRTY 
UN£ DISPUTES. 'Ml£RE: AAIBIGUIT/£5 ME NOTED, AXIS 
REcow.1£NDS THAT THE OIIHfR CONSI.Jt.T WlrH l.£GAL COUNSfi 
TO DfTcRUINE HOW 8£ST TO IN7fRPR£T THaR PROffRTY 
RIGHTS AND ADDRESS ANY POTENT/Al PROPERTY UN£ 
~SPUTES 

UmJTY LOCATIONS SHOMN H£R£0N ARE BASED ~ 
AS-BU/1..T FIEI.D LOCATION CE £XIS11NG STRUCTURES. FIEl.D 
LOCATION OF um.mes BASED ON LOCATOR PAJNT /iARKINGS 
ANO LOCA110NS BASED ON UTIUTY UAP$ FROM CITY ANO 
UTIUTY DRAWNGS INDICATING RCPORTfD UTIUTY INSTAf.UiTIONS. 
07HfR UT/U1/ES MAY E:XIST. NO SUB- SURFACE EXPt.ORATION 
WAS II/AD[ TO V[RJfY UT/UTY ROUTINGS ANO THE ROUTING OF 
loLL BURIED UnLJ11£S SHOULD 8£ CONFlRlrl£D W1H THE unurr 
PUR~ AND EXPOSED IN ARUS CRITICAL TO DESIGN FOR 
\£RlflCATION. 

2'C<JITOORINTERVALDERJ',£DFRaJDIRE.CTFl£1J)CESDi'VAOO't'. 

1H1S Sl.0'?'1£Y &lffTS UN/ruJ STA/ES NATK»lltl. 11M' ACCt.fUCY 
STANDARQS f()R ~11C4L ACClHUCY (T ONC HALF rH£ ca/TOOR 
INTERVAL. 

PERMIT NOTES 
ASEPMATCPO?IJITISRWJIREDFORDOIWTICW(NO.DOl21-D5501) 
A SEPARATCPERIIITIS RfOIJIRfD FOR N£WCCWS1RUC11CW. 
NQF1RC/41FrSAFrTYl'f.ANRCMfWHASocaJRRWFOR "'51.ANO 
SVRfACCilOOIFICATICNPONIT. 

1H1S LAND SVRfACC J/OOIFICATICW PfRIJIT DOCS NOT AUTHCflflE ANY 
aJrnNG<ROIGCINGF<RFOOTINCS<RFOIJNOAOONS.~ 
ffltR®GPfRl#TMI/STBf/'i'iJ.fDfflliEWdNYfOOTINCGF 
flUll!!JJllLJI! 

NE 1/4 OF THE SW 1/4 OF SEC. 33, T.26N., R.5E., W.M. 
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DISCREPANCIES 

\ 

\ 

I ~~,l!!tiu.f11Hxr tmm S1fOIIN AR£ APPR0l(Jl,IAT£ AND .WAY NOT BE: 
ACCURATE OR ALL INCLUSII,£, IT IS 111£ CONTRACTOR'S RCSPONS/81UTY ro Fl£W 
-.£R/FY LOCAJKWS AND 0£PTHS OF ALL U11U11£S PRIOR TO PROCffDING lll'JH 

' 
CONSTRUCT10N. AG£NC/£S IN\ol'.X.\oED SHALL 8£ NOT/flro lll'THIN A R£ASONABI.£ 
T1IIIE PRIOR ro 111£ START OF CONSTRUCT10N. 

IF 1HER£ AR£ ANY DISCR£PAHQE:S 8ET\l£'EN Dllll£NSIONS IN ORAMfNGS 
AND EXISTING CONDITIONS .UCH llllL AFTECT 111£ IIORK, 111£ \ 

~~ ~t,f/:::ff~o/ ~~G ":ri:~~o: 
TH£ CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBI.£ FOR TH£ PROPcR FITTING OF 
ALL!KlRk'AHDFORTHECOORDINATIONOFALLTRADCS, 
SUBCONTRACTORS, AN() PERSONS £NGAG£D UPON THIS CONTRACT. 

I CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY 

I 
\ 

\ 

FDIM)TAOl'IIIILAl)l'IJJ(;I# 
tDIQl[IEIOUIEJITDO'M/ 
t.2' 1#(:"5£(1/11/11) 

NE108TH1 

LOT COVERAGE TABLE 

4,1&eSF 

PA \IEMENT (PERV) 2,270SF 
X0.50 1,135SF' 
TOTAL 5.323SF 

F.A.R. SUMMARY TABLE 

UNITS1-4(1,900SFEAQ-I) 

\ 

7,600Sf - 49.~ 

mHJr,triwtASSIWCI# 
~IOUIENTO-f'ABOI(" 

(02/26/11) 
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PROJECT DATA 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 
TAX LOT NUMBER: 

12.J06 NE 107TH ST. KIRKLAND WA 980.J.J 
6402700150 

SITE AREA: 

ZONING DESIGNATION: 

1.J, 770 SF (0 • .Jl6 AC.) EXISTING 
15,420 SF (0 • .J54 AC.) PENDING LLA'S 
RSX 7.2 SINGLE FAM/LY Rf$10£NTIAL 

PROJECT TEAM 

OWNER/ MERIT HOMES 
D£~LOPER: 80.J KIRKLAND A~. SUITE 100 

KIRKLAND, WA 98C.J.J 

WfAgru~rSMITH 

Cl',fL ENGINEER: G2 ENGINEERING 
1.J75 NW MAU ST, SU/Tc .J 
/SSAQUAH, WA 98027 

~fA?J.,.1-J,'fc:_E MECUM, P£ 

ARCHITECT: ARCHITECTS NORTHWEST 
18915 142ND A~ NE. SUITE fOO 
WOOOINlALLE, WA 98072 
PHONE: (888) 272- 4100 
CONTACT: TROY CLYMER, A/A 

SUR-.£"YCR: AXIS SUR-.£"Y .t MAPPING 
15241 NE 90TH ST 
REDMOND, WA 98052 

=rcl4W.) 4~~5 ~'k°,Wt.£'r; PLS 

GCOTECHN/CAL NELSON GCOTECHN/CAL ASSOCIATES. INC. 
ENGINEER: 17.JII f.J5TI-I A~ NE, SUITE A-500 

=rc/4~TfA~-,:,6~AWISH, P£ 

ARBOR/ST: LAYTON TREE CONSUL TING. LLC. 
P.O. BOX 572 
SNOHOMISH, WA 98291 
PHONE: (425) 220-5711 
CONTACT: 808 LAYTON, /SA CA 

BASIS OF BEARINGS 
HELD A BASIS OF 8£ARING OF NORffl 00"51'09" EAST ALONG TH£ 
AIONUIIENTCD ~T£RLJN£ OF N£ 1241H STRffT Bf.TWEEN THE 
FOOND l,KIMKNT ,U NE f081H ST AND THE FOUND M~NT AT 
N£ 1001H STRffT (CITY OF KIRKLAND CONTROL PCINT JI) 

HORIZONTAL DATUM 
HAD '8.3/91 PfR CITY OF KIRKLAND 

VERTICAL DATUM 
NA\oD '88 PfR CITY OF K/RKI.AND 

BENCHMARKS 
QR@NATlf{G 8fNCHMABK· CITY OF KIRKl..»IO CONTROi.. POINT JI, 
FOOND PUN01 IN .J" BRASS DISC IN CONCRETE: MONUUENT. 00IIN 
l.7°1N CASE. 
El£VAT10N; 258.864' 

lfMt'reARYRfNCffliARl<S' 
1BM___a SET Cfflsa@ •x• IN SOUTH RIM OF STORIJ ORAlN 
MANHOLE. LOCA1ro IMTHIN THE CVL-OE-SAC OF 12.JRO AYE' NE. 
IIE'ST OF HOUSE NO. 10728 
El.f'VATION:25.167' 
1l1JL.1t. SET RAILROAD SPIKE IN NORJH FACE: OF UTILITY POLE 
IMffl TRANSFORMER, CONDUIT, ANO LIGHT, LOCATED ON THE 11£ST 
SIDC OF CVL- D£-SAC OF 12JRO AYE' N£, 1.0' ABOYE' GRAD£. 
El£VAT10N; 255.59' 

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONfTITLE REPORT NOTES 
LOT 15 OF OROIARb PARK ADDIT10N, AS P£R Pl.AT RE:COROED IN 
\ol'.X.UIIIE 66 OF Pf.ATS, PAGE 86', RCCORDS OF KING COUNTY; 
SIIUATE IN THE COUNTY OF KING. STATE OF WASHINGTON. 

SHEET INDEX 
1. COVER SHEET 
2. TESC & TREE RETENTION PLAN 
3. ROAD, GRADING, & DRAINAGE PLAN 
4 . SEWER & WATER PLAN 

5, CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD NOTES 

6. CITY OF KIRKLAND STANDARD DETAILS· 1 

7. CITYOF KIRKLANDSTANDARDDETAILS - 2 

~ 

SHEET 

1 of 7 
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ATTACHMENT 5

31

NE 1/ 4 OF SEC. 30 TWP. 26N, RGE, 05E, W.M. 

JUANITA FARMHOUSE COTTAGES 
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN/ PRELIMINARY SHORT PLAT 

UTILITY PURVEYORS / SERVICES 
WAT'cR: 
SAN/TARYSE\tE'R: 
STORM ORA/NAG£: 
~PROTECTION: 
Tfi£PHON£: 
ELECTT?ICITY: 
NA7URAL GAS: 

NORTHSHOM {)(STRICT 
NORTHSHOR£ DISTT?ICT 
CITY OF KIRKLAND 
CITY OF KIRKLAND 
CENTURY UNI< 
PUGET SOUND ENERGY 
PUGET SOUND ENERGY 

SITE INFORMATION: 
PRO.ECT AOORESS; 
ZONING: 

12652 94TH A~UE NE 
RSX 7.2 

TOTAL PARC!L ~A: 0.9$ ACRES (TOTAL) 
302605-9032 TAX PARCa. NU/IIBER:: 

""""" LOCATION OF EXISTING UTIU11£S SHOWN IS APPROXIMATE ANO .VAY NOT 8£ 
ACCURATE OR ML INCLUS/1,£. IT IS THE: CONTT?ACTOR'S ~SJBILITY TO 
FIELD VERIFY LOCATION OF UTILJT1£S PRIOR TO PROC££DING MTH 
CONSTRUCTION. YW MUST CALL 1-800-424-5555 NOT LESS THAN 2 
FUl.L BUSINESS DAYS B£FORE BEGINNING EXC..VA11CW KHER€ ANY 
UNDERGROUND U11UTIES MAY 8£ LOCA'TW. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD 
JJEAN ££,._RING SUBSTANTUL REP,._IR COSTS. 

LEGEND 
PROPOS£D ROAD AND SITE JuPRO',£J,1£N1S 

-••-BOONOA.1/Y -=a:::r 110CKO?Y(Flll) 

- iri~:~E-yu~tJRB LJNE ~ :::~:~~r) 
- JOO- ----~~;~~Zi~fis c£] :::~~cu~ILD!NC 

[' .:::J eew,~, c,ww, 

[iJ ee~,~, a,~ rna,we, 

C=:JPIICPOSEOCONCIIETEPA>f:;,[f/T 

c:::::J ffi~=, ,-,u "~"'"' 
----sroRM VR,'J/1 P/Pf ■ 

=:=:=t~llr:~:;/FOOTING DRAfN : 

----SEK£RS[RIAC[ • 

;,;;,;;.;;.;;.;;;;'Z,:',';;mrn~ Ill 

□ [X/5TINC CATCH BASIN, T'IP[ I 

@ [X/STINGUTCNBASIN, f'IP[P 

Q [KIST/NGSf'N[RMANHOl[ 

~ :;;;;; ;:,c;,:;;\":,;:;~";' 

~ EK/STING TfMNSflJR!./ER 

A--¢ "''"" ,mm urn, 
:0: [X/STING YARDUGl<T 

-0- [X/S11NGPOl\£RP(X._[ 

[EJ [XIST/NGPO'M:R VAUU 

E-- [X!STINGWYANCHOf/ 

Ell- EXISTING WAT[RUU[R 

.Q f)(/Sl'/NCFIREl<YDRANT 

If ~;~~:~ ;t:t;:W:AS[ VAL\£ 
W [XIST/NCGAl<:VAL,£ 

□ [K/STINGGRAOf:l 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
OMNEF?/APPUCANT: Kl/ti SAUNDERS 

12652 fUTH A\£ NE 
KIRKLAND, WA 980J.4 

TR/AO ASSOCIATcS 
20300 WOODINVN.1.£-SNOHOM/SH RO 
WOODINVN.1.E:, WA 98072 
{425) 415-2049 
CONTACT: RICHARD A. TONK/NS, P£ 

PAC£ .t 8£ARD ARCHITECTS, P.S. 
910 /tlARJ<E:T ST 
KIRKLAND, WA 98ro3 
{425) 827-7850 
CONTACT: ?ff 

G£0TE:CH: 

C AND C SUR\£'11NG LLC 
4509 24JRD PL SW 
ltlOUNTLAKE TERRACE. WA 9804J 
(425) 673- 75()2 

TERRA ASSOCIAITT 
12525 lfftl.OWS ROAD. SUITE: 101 
KIRKLAND, WA 980J4 
{425} 821-7777 

--- . 
-- / c_-:: l 

' ' 

VICINITY MAP 

DA TUM AND BENCHMARKS 
HORIZONTAL: NAO SJ/91 {WASHINGTON STATE: PLANE COOROINA'TE: 

SYSTEM - WA NORTH} 

VERTICAL: NAVDBIJ 
I . CITY OF KIRKLAND SURI£'( CONTROL POINT 257. BRASS DISK IN STE:£1. 
CASE; DO'MI 1.1 
El.EV. 112.13"" DATU/ti: NAl-0 88 (QTY OF KIRKLAND) 

BASIS OF BEARING 
NAO SJ-91, BASED ON FOUND ltlONUilENTS AT TH£ SOUTH 1/2 OF THE 
NORTHWEST 1/4 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 26, 
RANGE 5 E. W.ltl. l£SS TH£ ltE"ST 20 FEET, l£SS TH£ PORTION Pl.A T1ED 
BROOl<HA\£ NO. 2, IN TH£ RECORDS OF KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON. 

SCALE: 1• = 20' - -00 " 

SHEET INDEX 
Cl COVER SHEET 
C2 GENERAL NOTES 
C3 TEMPORARY EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN 
C4 STORMWA TER SITE PLAN 
C5 GRADING, PAVING, AND FRONTAGE IMPROVEMENT PLAN 
CB SCHEMA TIC UTILITY PLAN 
Cl SITEWORK DETAILS 
CB S/TEWORK DETAILS 
C9 STORMWATER FACILITY DETAILS 

'1riad 
20300Woodlt1Yille S,.,horr,1h RdNE 

Sulte A.•Woodlt1Ylllt ,WA.9tl072 

p:425.41S,2000t.425.4U.SOS9 

w:M.d..ssodatcs.11et 
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TRASH RECEPTACLES
(ON PICKUP DAY ONLY)

SITE PLAN
SCALE 1" = 20'

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
ELSM PERMIT: CONSTRUCT 7 (SEVEN) NEW COTTAGES, EACH WITH
ATTACHED 1-CAR GARAGE. SURFACE PARKING FOR 7 (SEVEN)
ADDITIONAL SPACES PROVIDED. COMMON OPEN SPACE PROVIDED.

ZONING & CODE INFORMATION
JURISDICTION: CITY OF KIRKLAND
RSx 7.2 - LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
PARCEL ASSESSOR'S #: 640070-0030

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 
LOT 2 KING COUNTY SHORT PLAT #SPL05-00051, AUDITORS RECODING
#20090610900004.

ORCHARD HEIGHTS, RECORDS IN VOLUME 19 OF PLATS, PAGE 89,
RECORDS OF KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON.
DAN THONN'S SHORT PLAT, RECORDED IN BOOK 263 OF SURVEYS, PAGES
65 & 66, RECORDS OF KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

BUILDING CLASSIFICATION
A.  OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION: SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
B.  TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
1.  AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS PROVIDED  X  YES      NO
        SPRINKLER SYSTEM TO BE A FLOW THRU SYSTEM
2.  TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: TYPE V.B

MIN. LOT SIZE 7,200 SF
MAX UNIT SIZE : 1,700 SF
SETBACKS: FRONT YARD - 20'-0" 

SIDE YARD - 5'-0"
REAR YARD -10'-0"

PARKING: 1.5 SPACES PER DWELLING= 10.5
REQUIRED: 10% VISITOR PARKING = 2

TOTAL REQUIRED = 13 SPACES
PROVIDED: 7.0 IN ATTACHED GARAGE

5.0 SURFACE PARKING
2.0 GUEST PARKING STALLS
TOTAL PROPOSED = 14 SPACES > 13

MAX HEIGHT: 30' ABV ABE (ABE CALC. SHEET A0.1)
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES: 18' ABV. ABE

PROJECT LOT AREA: 26,774 SF

MAX LOT COVERAGE 50%: 26,774 SF x 50%=13,387 SF ALLOWED
(CALC. SHEET A0.0)

F.A.R.= .5 LOT AREA =26,774 SF * .5 = 13,387 SF
(SEE CALC. SHEET A0.1)

TREE RETENTION: 0.615 AC * 30 = 18.5 CREDITS REQ'D
(SEE TREE RETENSION  PLAN)

OPEN COMMON AREA:
REQUIRED: 7 UNITS * 200 SF/UNIT = 1,400 SF
PROPOSED: 450 SF+2,798 SF = 3,248 SF >1,400 SF

A0.0

VICINITY MAP

NTS

PROJECT LOCATION

QT. SECT. MAP

NTS

PROJECT LOCATION

PROJECT TEAM:  

OWNER / CONTRACTOR: ENFORT HOMES
GREG LYNCH
605 MARKET STREET
KIRKLAND, WA 98033
P: 425.879.4417
E: greg@enforthomes.com

ARCHITECT: MEDICI ARCHITECTS
EMILY BUCHWALTER, AIA
11661 SE 1ST ST., SUITE 200
BELLEVUE, WA 98005
P: 425.453.9298
E: emily@mediciarchitects.com

CIVIL ENGINEER: CORE DESIGN INC.
JOSHUA BEARD
12100 NE 195TH STREET, SUITE 300
BOTHELL, WA 98011
P: 206.390.3085
E: jpb@coredesigninc.com

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: CUSTOM DESIGN & ENGINEERING, INC.
ALEX MOROSEOS
11006 60TH AVE. W
MUKILTEO, WA 98275
P: 425.343.7517
E: alex12@cdengr.com

N

N

 
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER: EARTH SOLUTIONS NW

HENRY WRIGHT
1805 136TH PL NE, SUITE 201
BELLEVUE, WA. 98005
P: 425.449.4704
E: henryw@esnw.com

LANDSCAPE: CORE DESIGN INC.
JOSHUA BEARD
12100 NE 195TH STREET, SUITE 300
BOTHELL, WA 98011
P: 206.390.3085
E: jpb@coredesigninc.com

SURVEYOR: TERRANE
JACOB G. MILLER
10801 MAIN STREET, SUITE 102
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
P: 425.458.4488
E: support@terrane.net

ARBORIST: GILLES CONSULTING
BRIAN K. GILLES
PO BOX 2366
KIRKLAND, WA 98083
P: 425.822.4994
E: bkgilles@comcast.net

N
CALL 48 HOURS

BEFORE YOU DIG
811 OR 1-800-424-5555

NO EXCAVATION
BEYOND FOUNDATIONS

CODE INFORMATION
ALL MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP, DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION SHALL CONFORM TO THE DRAWINGS,
SPECIFICATIONS, AND THE FOLLOWING APPLICABLE
CODES USED IN THIS DESIGN FOR CITY OF KIRKLAND

2015 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE (IBC)
2015 INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE (IRC)
2015 INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE (IMC)
2015 INTERNATIONAL FUEL GAS COZDE (IFGC)
2015 INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE (IFC)
WASHINGTON STATE ENERGY CODE, WAC 51-11 (WSEC)
2015 UNIFORM PLUMBING CODE (UPC)
2014 NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE (NEC)
2015 NATIONAL FUEL GAS CODE (NFGC) NFPA 54, WAC
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GENERAL NOTE:
REFER TO TREE RETENTION PLAN FOR CALCULATION AND TREE
PROTECTION DETAILS.
1. WORK IS OCCURRING VERY CLOSE TO TREE #727. ALL THE

CONDITIONS IN THE ARBORIST REPORT FOR EXCAVATING NEAR
TREE #727 MUST BE FOLLOWED CLOSELY. THE PROJECT
ARBORIST MUST BE ON SITE DURING ALL EXCAVATION WITHIN
40' OF TREE #727. WHEN EXCAVATION WORK HAS COMPLETED,
A MEMO MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE CITY DETAILING WHAT
WORK OCCURRED, PHOTOS OF IMPACTED ROOTS AND A
DISCUSSION OF IMPACTS TO LONG TERM VIABILITY.
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